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ECL próbavizsga B2 
 
 

Listening 
Part 1 

 
 
You are going to hear a radio programme about a girl from Cornwall who is going to work in 
Africa. While listening decide which answer (A, B or C) best fits according to what you hear. The 
first one (0) has been done for you as an example. 
You are going to hear the text twice. Do as much as you can the first time, and complete your work 
the second time. Finally, you are going to have 60 seconds to finalize your answers. 
Now you have 90 seconds to study the questions below. 
 
 
0 Where will the girl from Cornwall travel?   A To Senegal. 

         B To South-Africa. 

         C To Tanzania.  

 

1 Where does she expect to live?   A With people she knows. 

        B In the school. 

        C At a mission. 

 

2 What will the weather be like when she arrives? A It will be sunny. 

B It will probably be wet.  

C It will be very hot. 

 

3 How did she feel in connection with her school exams?  

A She was surprised how easy they were. 

       B She was not afraid of them. 

       C She felt worried before the exams. 

 

4 What did she do in Hollywood among others? A She went swimming in the ocean. 

        B She talked to a film star.  

        C She was building film sets. 

 

5 What is her opinion of Hollywood? 

      A She thinks it is good for tourists. 

      B She thinks there are too many actors in the streets. 

      C She considers it too busy. 
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6 What did her parents teach her when she grew up? 

       A How cultures differ from each other. 

       B Where poor people live in the world. 

       C What wealthy people can do to help. 

 

7 How would she like to benefit from working in Africa? 

       A To learn more about the culture. 

       B To experience exciting adventures. 

       C To learn the language of the country.  

 

8 Where is she going to work in Senegal? A She will work at a mission. 

       B In a school for handicapped children. 

       C In the streets helping the poor. 

 

9 What will she be able to compare?  

A What children think about adults in Africa and in Britain. 

B The differences between the two countries (GB and 

Senegal). 

      C The life of African and British children. 

 

10 What may be difficult for her?  A To be with other people a lot. 

       B To learn not to be self-centred. 

       C To communicate with the local people. 
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Listening 

Part 2 
 
 

You are going to hear an interview with an American student who went to Korea and did some 
travelling. While listening complete the sentences (1-10). The first one (0) has been done for you as 
an example. 
You are going to hear the text twice. Do as much as you can the first time, and complete your work 
the second time. Finally, you are going to have 60 seconds to finalize your answers. 
Now you have 90 seconds to study the sentences. 
 
 

THE BUDDHIST MONK 
 
 
0 The student came back from Asia ………………..about ten days ago………………….… . 
 
 

1 The group ……………………………..……………………………………… to the mountains. 

2 They planned to travel back to Hong Kong by ………………………………….……..………. . 

3 In the middle of the park they discovered ……………………………………………………… . 

4 They were forced to turn back because ………………………………………………………… . 

5 They were completely astonished to see ……………………………………………………….. . 

6 Immediately after getting up the monk goes ……………………………………………..…….. . 

7 They had dinner ………………………………………………………………………………… . 

8 They  ………………………………………... what the monk said when he used his cell phone. 

9 After dinner they and the monk ……………………………………………………………….... . 

10 They had to leave the next morning, because .............................................................................. . 
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